**NH - HB10** establishing the parental bill of rights.
Last Action: Introduced 01/04/2023 and referred to Children and Family Law (December 23, 2022)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Sherman Packard (R)

**NH - HB91** relative to privacy obligations of the department of health and human services.
Last Action: Introduced 01/04/2023 and referred to Health, Human Services and Elderly Affairs (December 23, 2022)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Jess Edwards (R)
Scheduled Hearing:
- Health, Human Services and Elderly Affairs (House)
  - **Date:** January 25, 2023
  - **Time:** 9:00am (EST)
  - **Location:** LOB, Room 210-211

**NH - HB109** relative to the occupational therapy practice act.
Last Action: Public Hearing: 01/19/2023 01:00 pm LOB 306-308 (January 11, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Carol McGuire (R)

**NH - HB120** relative to the closure of the Sununu Youth Services Center and operation of a replacement secure facility.
Last Action: Public Hearing: 01/24/2023 03:00 pm LOB 206-208 (January 19, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Jess Edwards (R)
Scheduled Hearing:
- Children and Family Law (House)
  - **Date:** January 24, 2023
  - **Time:** 3:00pm (EST)
  - **Location:** LOB, Room 206-208

**NH - HB147** relative to membership of the advisory committee on the education of students with disabilities.
Last Action: Public Hearing: 01/11/2023 10:20 am LOB 205-207 (January 5, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Katelyn Kuttab (R)

**NH - HB162** relative to supported decision making.
Last Action: Public Hearing: 01/18/2023 10:30 am LOB 206-208 (January 11, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Maureen Mooney (R)
NH - HB169 relative to termination of guardianship.
Last Action: Public Hearing: 01/18/2023 11:30 am LOB 206-208 (January 11, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Jonathan Smith (R)

NH - HB215 relative to the adoption of rules by the department of health and human services regarding medication administration by licensed nursing assistants.
Last Action: Introduced 01/04/2023 and referred to Health, Human Services and Elderly Affairs (January 3, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Mark Pearson (R)

NH - HB238 relative to the role of quality control and the developmental disability service system.
Last Action: Introduced (in recess of) 01/05/2023 and referred to Health, Human Services and Elderly Affairs (January 9, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Charles McMahon (R)

NH - HB314 relative to the expectation of privacy in the collection and use of personal information.
Last Action: Public Hearing: 01/19/2023 10:00 am LOB 206-208 (January 11, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Keith Erf (R)

NH - HB317 establishing a commission to study transitioning to a 2-tier waiver system for individuals eligible for disability services.
Primary Sponsor: Representative Jerry Stringham (D)

NH - HB343 relative to release of confidential records of a person appointed a guardian.
Last Action: Public Hearing: 01/26/2023 03:15 pm LOB 206-208 (January 18, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Peter Schmidt (D)
Scheduled Hearing:
   Judiciary (House)
   Date: January 26, 2023
   Time: 3:15pm (EST)
   Location: LOB, Room 206-208

NH - HB423 relative to accessory dwelling unit uses allowed by right.
Last Action: Introduced (in recess of) 01/05/2023 and referred to Municipal and County Government (January 10, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Ellen Read (D)
NH - HB425 repealing the statute relative to medical freedom in immunizations.
Last Action: Introduced (in recess of) 01/05/2023 and referred to Health, Human Services and Elderly Affairs (January 10, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Timothy Horrigan (D)

NH - HB446 relative to participation in the education freedom accounts program by students with disabilities.
Last Action: Introduced (in recess of) 01/05/2023 and referred to Education (January 11, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Patricia Cornell (D)

NH - HB467 relative to public playground accessibility.
Primary Sponsor: Representative Katelyn Kuttab (R)

NH - HB469 prohibiting discrimination against tenants holding certain vouchers for purposes of renting dwellings.
Last Action: Public Hearing: 01/26/2023 09:00 am LOB 206-208 (January 18, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Cam Kenney (D)
Scheduled Hearing:
  Judiciary (House)
    Date: January 26, 2023
    Time: 9:00am (EST)
    Location: LOB, Room 206-208

NH - HB501 relative to ages for special education services.
Last Action: Public Hearing: 01/27/2023 11:15 am LOB 205-207 (January 18, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Nancy Murphy (D)
Scheduled Hearing:
  Education (House)
    Date: January 27, 2023
    Time: 11:15am (EST)
    Location: LOB, Room 205-207

NH - HB538 establishing a local education freedom account program.
Last Action: Introduced (in recess of) 01/05/2023 and referred to Education (January 11, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Kevin Verville (R)
NH - HB540 relative to adequate education grant amounts for pupils receiving special education services.
Primary Sponsor: Representative Rick Ladd (R)
Scheduled Hearing:
  Education (House)
  Date: January 27, 2023
  Time: 12:45pm (EST)
  Location: LOB, Room 205-207

NH - HB557 relative to the department of health and human services' rulemaking authority regarding immunization requirements.
Primary Sponsor: Representative Jim Kofalt (R)

NH - HB560 establishing a contact person notification program to assist law enforcement personnel who have contact with a person with mental or physical disabilities and making an appropriation therefor.
Last Action: Executive Session: 01/27/2023 10:00 am LOB 202-204 (January 18, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Douglas Trottier (R)
Scheduled Hearings:
  Criminal Justice and Public Safety (House)
  Date: January 26, 2023
  Time: 9:45am (EST)
  Location: SH, Room Reps Hall
  Criminal Justice and Public Safety (House)
  Date: January 27, 2023
  Time: 9:30am (EST)
  Location: LOB, Room 202-204

NH - HB561 establishing a committee to examine workforce and school accommodations for those with long-term COVID and ME/CFS.
Last Action: Introduced (in recess of) 01/05/2023 and referred to Labor, Industrial and Rehabilitative Services (January 11, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Wendy Thomas (D)

NH - HB564 relative to ratification of amendments to the state building code and state fire code.
Last Action: Introduced (in recess of) 01/05/2023 and referred to Executive Departments and Administration (January 11, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Carol McGuire (R)

NH - HB577 relative to state aid for special education pupils.
Last Action: Public Hearing: 01/25/2023 11:15 am LOB 205-207 (January 18, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Candace Moulton (D)
Scheduled Hearing:
   Education (House)
      Date: January 25, 2023
      Time: 11:15am (EST)
      Location: LOB, Room 205-207

NH - HB580 establishing a children's vision screening initiative within the state Medicaid program.
Last Action: ==CANCELLED== Public Hearing: 02/01/2023 10:30 am LOB 210-211 (January 18, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Mary Hakken-Phillips (D)

NH - HB608 establishing a pilot program to support the bureau of developmental services redesign.
Last Action: Introduced (in recess of) 01/05/2023 and referred to Health, Human Services and Elderly Affairs (January 12, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Jess Edwards (R)

NH - HB626 requiring the department of education to administer the education freedom account.
Last Action: Public Hearing: 01/25/2023 01:00 pm LOB 205-207 (January 18, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative David Luneau (D)
Scheduled Hearing:
   Education (House)
      Date: January 25, 2023
      Time: 1:00pm (EST)
      Location: LOB, Room 205-207

NH - HB642 relative to prohibiting the department of health and human services from enforcing salary caps for direct care workers.
Last Action: Introduced (in recess of) 01/05/2023 and referred to Health, Human Services and Elderly Affairs (January 12, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Jerry Stringham (D)
**NH - LSR885** extending the New Hampshire granite advantage health care program and reestablishing the commission to evaluate the effectiveness and future of the New Hampshire granite advantage health care program.
Primary Sponsor: Senator Jeb Bradley (R)

**NH - SB30** relative to membership of the New Hampshire council on developmental disabilities.
Last Action: Introduced 01/05/2023 and Referred to Health and Human Services; SJ 4 (January 5, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Senator Rebecca Whitley (D)

**NH - SB35** relative to RSV vaccine administration.
Last Action: Committee Report: Ought to Pass, 01/26/2023; Vote 5-0; CC; SC 7 (January 18, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Senator Cindy Rosenwald (D)

**NH - SB36** relative to systems of care for healthy aging.
Last Action: Hearing: 01/18/2023, Room 101, LOB, 09:30 am; SC 6 (January 11, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Senator Bill Gannon (R)

**NH - SB86** relative to health care workforce development and making appropriations therefor.
Last Action: Introduced 01/05/2023 and Referred to Health and Human Services; SJ 4 (January 18, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Senator Cindy Rosenwald (D)

**NH - SB100** relative to the payment of salaried employees.
Last Action: Introduced 01/05/2023 and Referred to Commerce; SJ 4 (January 19, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Senator Keith Murphy (R)
Scheduled Hearing:
- Commerce (Senate)
  - Date: January 24, 2023
  - Time: 9:30am (EST)
  - Location: SH, Room 100

**NH - SB127** relative to certain programs administered by the department of health and human services.
Last Action: Introduced 01/19/2023 and Referred to Health and Human Services; SJ 5 (January 19, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Senator Jeb Bradley (R)

**NH - SB152** relative to New Hampshire workforce training programs.
Primary Sponsor: Senator David Watters (D)

**NH - SB178** relative to certain specialty formulas under Medicaid.
Last Action: Introduced 01/19/2023 and Referred to Health and Human Services; SJ 5 (January 20, 2023)
Primary Sponsor: Senator Cindy Rosenwald (D)